Abstract-This article is focused on the trajectory tracking using a hybrid terrestrial aerial vehicle. An integral backstepping control is proposed for the UAV vehicle mode. In addition, a nested saturation control is developed and applied to regulate the position of the cart vehicle. These control laws are validated by simulations and some experimental results on position control was performed by applying the techniques aforementioned.
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I. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In this work control laws are developed for trajectory tracking of a hybrid terrestrial aerial vehicle. These kinds of vehicles have the advantage to be used as a flying vehicle or as a cart depending on the situation. Some situations may be when the vehicle find an obstacle and it has to take the more convenient mode of operation to overcome or to avoid the obstacle. Controlling these hybrid vehicles becomes a challenge. It is necessary to design and implement control laws for the trajectory following in the air and over the floor. The control strategy has to generate a smooth transition when the drone is passing from air to floor or vice versa.
There are several works dedicated to path following with hexarotors and also for carts, see for example [1] - [3] . This work considers a particular hybrid vehicle : a mini-UAV that is converted in a cart by attaching to it two wheels without any additional motors as in Fig. 1 . The orientation and position of the cart will be controlled by the yaw and pitch angles and by the thrust generated by its helices. Among its characteristics, the thrust direction can be inversed as a result of the pitch angle variation. Therefore, the cart-drone can move forward or backward depending on the sign of pitch angle. This hybrid vehicle in terrestrial mode can turn around z axis. It is also a nonholonomic system because it is not capable to move on the wheels axis direction in terrestrial mode. For more references in cart control refer to [4] - [6] .
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The model of the vehicle can be obtained by using quaternions, the Lagrangian or the Newton Euler approach. This work will use a simplified model that can be obtained by the last approach. For a detailed deduction of the model of a UAV or of a cart, see [7] - [9] . This simplified model considers a rigid body perfectly symmetric and with mass and rotation centers placed at the same point. It is not taken into account the helix flexibility of the mini-UAV. Additionally, the effect of battery discharge is neglected. Some techniques have been developed to compensate these dynamics not considered here, for instance those ones in [10] - [15] . The reader may also find useful to review [16] - [19] related to other control strategies based in LQR, PID, CLF and saturation functions.
The protoype used is a Flexbot hexarotor. This is a mini-UAV, low cost, and not represent an hazard. Fig. 1 shows the drone at issue. The tools used for the implementation of the control were MATLAB , xPC Target and Vicon System. 
II. UAV AND CART PROTOTYPE
All experiments were performed in MOCA room. The MOCA room at GIPSA-LAB is a platform dedicated for the movement capture using several cameras, cf. [20] . The Flexbot hexarotor has a microprocessor ATMega32u4, a gyro and an accelerometer MPU6050 and a flight controller Microwii Copter. This mini drone can load until 12 grams in UAV mode. The drone was placed in MOCA room in order to get its 3D position and orientation angles by the VICON Tracker System. Once the position and orientation are passed to the control law and executed by xPC Target, the desired control laws are sent to Flexbot via Bluetooth LE. Finally, the Flexbot drone execute the orientation control programmed inboard. 
III. UAV CONTROL ALGORITHM
Our first approach is to propose a control law for the vehicle in aerial mode. In the following, the dynamic model and the control will be described.
A. Mathematical Model
The UAV is considered as a rigid body and the model is obtained from the Euler Newton approach. The system considered is show in Fig. 3 : The equations of the model are the following:
where m is the mass of drone and r defines the position of mass center of the drone in the inertial system. R describes the rotation matrix generated in the order yaw-pitch-roll. F means the vector of thrust generated by the helices. 
B. Control Law for Trajectory Following
The approach used for the trajectory tracking is based in the Backstepping technique. To ensure the convergence to desired trajectory an integral part is added. The integral part helps to reduce the error of the tracking and adds a factor that improves the robustness when the parameters of the system are not well-known.
Let us define the position error:
Let us propose a positive definite function to design a convenient velocity v υ that ensures the convergence to the desired position.
where < * , * > means the inner vectorial product, K Ir is a positive diagonal constant matrix that will be used for tuning the control and
ThereforeV
Now, taking the virtual velocity control as:
and thus,
Let us define the velocity error:
and let be the following positive definite function:
thusV
and taking into account that v = v υ + e v , the expressioṅ V Lv can be written as:
Choosing the virtual control,
It results that:
where K v is a positive diagonal constant matrix that will be used for tuning the control. Keeping in mind that u = RF + F g , where R depends on Euler angles vector η. Hence, there exists a relationship between u and (η, F ) that let us determine the value of u at every time. Let us call η ref and F ref the Euler angles and the thrust, respectively, needed to generate u = u υ . Now, the following development will be focused in designing a torques vector capable of generating the desired vectors of Euler angles.
The thrust vector F and weight vector F g are defined as follows:
where g is the gravity acceleration and considered here as 9.81 m/s 2 . The rotation matrix R is obtained from Euler angles in the order yaw-pitch-roll and has the following expression:
where s· and c· mean cos(·) and sin(·) respectively. The yaw, pitch and roll angles are given by ψ, θ, φ respectively.
The Euler angles vector and the force vector u are defined as:
Then, from (1), (14), (15) and (16) 
Define the Euler angles error as:
The matrix B(η) has the following form:
where t means tan. The matrix B(η) is not singular if and only if cos(θ) = 0.
Let us propose the next positive definite function:
where,
and K Iη is a positive diagonal constant matrix that will be used for tuning the control. Thus,
and by choosing the virtual angular velocity Ω υ ,
with K η as a positive diagonal constant matrix, it yields
Now, let us define the angular velocity error as:
and remember that,
Now, consider the following candidate Lyapunov function:
then,V
therefore,
and by choosing,
it yields that,
with K Ω as a positive diagonal constant matrix used for control purposes.
IV. CONTROL STRATEGY FOR THE CART VEHICLE
A control algorithm for the cart vehicle to follow a desired trajectory is developed in this section. The vehicle inclination correspond to pitch angle and the cart orientation to yaw angle. The control law will focus in the pitch and yaw in order to make the trajectory tracking. The desired roll angle is zero because the wheels will stay in touch with the floor. Additionally, the thrust generated by helices has to be limited in order to avoid the take off. In this work, the floor is considered as flat.
A. Mathematical Model
The cart-drone is depicted in Fig. 4 . The body frame is represented by (x b , y b , z b ) The model of the cart-drone is obtained from the model of a rigid hexarotor. It is considered only the projection on xy-plane. Therefore, from Fig. 4 , we can deduce that
where ψ is the yaw angle and θ is the pitch angle. Equation (34) can be written as:
where R xy stands for the rotation matrix in xy-plane and ν is the projection of thrust over xy-plane. Then, the expressions for R xy and ν are:
The model corresponding to the cart-drone attitude is the following:η
where τ f loor represents torque exercised by the floor when the cart wheels make contact with it. Notice that the floor is supposed horizontal and the wheels need to be in contact permanently with it, thus the desired roll angle will be φ d = 0. Furthermore, the torques, caused by the floor when the cart wheels touch it, will bring about the cart stay in contact with the floor.
B. Control Law for Trajectory Following
The control law proposed here is separated in two parts. The first part of the strategy consists in the design of a saturation control in order to obtain a desired force such that the vehicle can perform the tracking. Similarly to the strategy followed in the control design for the vehicle as a UAV, the attitude part is modeled by means of the Euler angles and these ones keep a direct relationship with the desired force. Hence, there exists a local bijective mapping between the angles and the required force. Afterwards, the backstepping control developed for the attitude part in the previous section is used in order to generate the desired saturation control.
The saturation control is desired for generating a lesser aggressive response by limiting the velocity of the vehicle and as well it will help us to delimit the required thrust and the maximum desired pitch. The backstepping technique is used in order to produce the desired force that ensure the trajectory tracking. The position model showed in (34) can be rewritten asṙ
The desired trajectory r d can be included in the model, thus the model is rewritten as:
where
The saturation function is defined as
where s is a scalar and M > 0. In the following, it will be developed the control law corresponding to the x coordinate.
Consider u, p, e r and r d as vectors with two components:
Propose
and M 2x ar positive constant used for tuning the saturation control. Therefore, the second equation of (40) becomes:
Then, there exists a time T 1 such that:
Taking
the saturation σ M1x results in:
which leads to (50)
Now, proposing another variable
and by differentiating this variable it yields:
and by choosing σ M2x = σ M2x (K qx q x ) it results:
with K qx as a positive constant used for tuning the controller. From (53) it is deduced that q x converges to 0 and by consequence
Using this result in the first equation of (40), it yields
and from (54)
Therefore, the complete desired input, in order to make converge e x to 0, will have the expression:
In a similar way, the desired input u y which will make converge the e y to 0 has the corresponding expression:
1y K 2y σ M2y (K qy q y )) (58) where K 1y , M 1y , K py , K 1y , K 2y , M 2y , K qy are constant used for tuning the controller. The variable q y is defined in a similar way as in (51). Additionally, the system represented by (34) must satisfy the constraint:
Now, it is necessary to find the desired couple
T obtained in (57) and (58). Thus, from (34), the following equality is deduced:
There will be two possible solutions for ψ d , namely,
and the other possible solution is given by
These two equations represent the same direction of vector u d , and therefore the drone must to take the closest one to its yaw angle ψ. The direction of the thrust can be changed by means of pitch angle θ to ensure the movement in the correct sense. This situation is described in Fig. 5 . The goal is to reach the desired direction with the minimal effort. The closest angle satisfy cos(ψ − ψ d ) ≥ 0. Once the closest desired yaw angle is known, the expression for this angle will be rewritten in such a way that the cart will do the minimal effort to reach the desired direction. From (35), the following equality holds:
Accordingly,
then,
which can be simplified as:
The sign depends on which ψ d is taken. It will be positive if (60) is chosen or negative if (61) is taken. The next step is to determine the thrust f . The thrust may be chosen arbitrarily but it must satisfy the conditions in the inequality (65), deduced from (34) and (63), in order to be capable of generate the required force u d and the pitch angle θ d .
Taking,
where K min , K f and ρ are positive constant. If ρ is chosen as:
thus, (66) will satisfy (65). The factor K f + cos(ψ − ψ d ) will allow the cart to prioritize finding the desired ψ d and afterwards, the cart will move to desired trajectory with the pitch angle determined by (63) but it is necessary to take K f < 1. By supposing u x = 0, u y = 0, ψ = ψ d , the thrust given by
will let the cart to use this thrust to compensate the dynamics not taken into account in the mathematical model, e.g., the gravity center of cart is not perfectly placed at the rotation center. This expression allows to have a rotation according to the K min value even when the drone has reached the desired position. The expression (66) must satisfy the condition in (59). In order to do this, it is sufficient that,
with 0 < K f < 1. It follows,
Since,
and if
Then, the inequality in (70) still holds. Therefore,
In order to simplify the previous expression, the following assumption is taken
hence,
Regarding the maximum desired pitch angle, from (64) and (66), it results that:
For the attitude control, a backstepping control is proposed. The desired roll angle will be φ d = 0, the desired pitch angle is given by (63), the desired yaw angle ψ d is given by (60) and (61) and the desired thrust is given by (66).
V. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The integral backstepping control for the UAV and the saturation control for the cart proposed in previous sections were validated by simulations. The backstepping control was compared its performance of the standard backstepping with respect to the integral backstepping by making a circle at 1 meter over the floor. Likewise, the simulation corresponding to the cart was carried out in order to test the performance when the cart is tracking a circle over the floor.
A. Control applied to UAV with a higher mass and inertia matrix
The following parameters used in the UAV simulations were:
In the first simulation, the UAV mass was 0.075 grams and the inertia matrix was considered as 1.5 times its nominal value. The performance of standard backstepping is shown in Figs. 6, 7. As shown in the corresponding figures, the standard backstepping control is not quite robust face to bigger mass. The performance of integral backstepping is depicted in the Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11. In general, the integral backstepping will help to compensate the uncertainties in the dynamical model and will make more robust the control law face to little perturbations.
B. Experimental results in position control of UAV
In MOCA room at GIPSA-LAB was tested the integral backstepping in order to make a position control of an hexarotor Flexbot. Figs. 12, 13, and 14 show the first results obtained. There are dynamics not considered as the battery discharge speed, the mass center is not perfectly in the rotation center of the vehicle, the drone is considered as a perfect rigid body. The total effect of these dynamics not modeled is compensated by the integral backstepping. The parameters used in this simulation were:
The inertia matrix is supposed to be the same as the UAV drone but here the mass value of the cart m = 0.068 kg increased because of wheels mass. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented an integral backstepping algorithm applied to an UAV. The vehicle model is reduced and it considers the system as ideal. The integral part of algorithm helped to compensate the uncertainties and dynamics not modeled, showing that, the backstepping algorithm is robust when those uncertainties vary sufficiently slow.
The integral backstepping is helpful when there are uncertainties not modeled, as normally happens. This law has been applied to a mini-drone acting as a UAV and adapted as a cart. The observed results in the experiments were quite satisfactory as a first attempt. In particular, the discharge speed of batteries play an important roll during the control time. The control will force the battery to deliver the same power in order to maintain the required references.
The next step will be to carry out the trajectory tracking by the vehicle by using the control laws developed in this article. Afterwards, it will be looked a smooth transition between the saturation and backstepping control in order to make a trajectory tracking over floor and in air.
